
J E S S I  F I T  P I L A T E S
P A T H  T O  S U C C E S S 

15 WAYS
TO START GETTING HEALTHIER

FUEL WORKOUTS
AND FEEL BETTER NOW.



IF YOU WANT TO KNOW THE SECRETS TO :
- Get on a lifelong path to feel great and get healthy

- Eat to fuel your life, and workouts
- Learn exercise properly and utilize self care techniques

- Discover the tricks to balancing it all !!!

 THIS EBOOK WILL DEMYSTIFY
SOME OF THE BEST WAYS BEHIND :

- Learning the motivational tactics behind 
  the success stories of countless of my clients 

- Find out which tools are best for home workouts!
- Arm yourself with 5 Smoothie Recipes to get your Day Started Right

- Hacks revealed for saving your precious time

SOUNDS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE? 
These are scientific and observational notes from my

15 year health and fitness career and journey. 

Let me guide you to getting started RIGHT

H O W  M A N Y  T I M E S
H A V E  Y O U

S T A R T E D  A  P L A N
T H E N  F A I L E D ?

H O W  M A N Y  T I M E S
H A V E  Y O U

S T A R T E D  A  D I E T ,
T H E N  B E C A M E

R A V E N O U S
A F T E R  2  H R S ?



A B O U T  J E S S I 
Jessi Albin is a Fitness Trainer, Nutrition Coach, Private, Group and Online Instructor
& Pilates Goddess.  She has been teaching & sharing her passion for over 15 years.

Her style draws from her knowledge of movement combined with her playful demeanor, 
colorful cues and an absolute zest for helping students reach their full potential through 

movement.  She has 20,000 hours of experience. 

I specialize in helping busy urbanites (and post urbanites) navigate their health and fitness 
journeys into their hectic schedules.  Fitness, just like life, should be enjoyable and

I am here to helping you transform by providing customized fitness, Pilates and nutrition 
programs that reflect your goals, needs, motivations and preferences. Anybody can 

become healthier, anybody can eat better and train smarter, and anybody can feel amazing.



Everyone deserves to live healthier a life with with 
both stronger body and mind. No matter where 

you are, what your fitness background is, whether 
you are looking to just feel better, balance your life 
between work and wellness, or look great in your 
vacation clothes, we can learn to eat to fuel our 

selves and our busy lives with quick cooking whole 
foods (or how to order on the go), and learn to move 
your body with proper Pilates and Strength exercises 

that provide us with a toned look and keep us 
functioning for daily life activities. This e-book is all 

about beginnings, in it I will teach you how:
I start my clients off, from breakfast, to physio balls 
and beyond.  Learn the basic principles (even more 
important in my experience than the exercises) and 

start YOUR transformation off right.

M I S S I O N
S T A T E M E N T



T O  B E G I N
In my 15 years of movement work, I have seen many many people start programs.

What makes people stick to them?  And even more important, what makes the some people
really succeed in reaching a fitness or health goal?  The first thing? They all had a goal. 

A mission a will something to connect back to ...
TO BEGIN, YOU CAN START WITH: 

• How do I want to be?
• How do I want to feel?

• What do I want to be able to do? 

THEN COMES GOAL SETTING
- USE THE S.M.A.R.T. SYSTEM

• Specific
• Measurable
• Attainable

• Realistic and
• TimeBound

HERE ARE SOME OF THE BIGGEST WHYS IF 
YOU ARE LACKING ON A PLACE TO START:

- have more energy  -to combat back pain 
- have a toned midsection for a vacation

- sweat and move my body regularly

Then we can goal set further by stating,
“In 12 weeks I want to be in an exercise

habit zone, lose an inch off my waist, improve 
posture and learn to eat healthier by cooking

70 percent of the time”

Habits are only hard in the beginning.
Once you have your goals in place, it will be

all about the first 30 - 60 days.  These will be the 
most challenging- BUT over time it gets easier.  
You must be disciplined enough to get through 

1. STATE YOUR INTENTIONS AND FIND YOUR WHY ...

this period and heres the most important part:
Then... WRITE DOWN YOUR GOALS

 To engrain it into your mind... we look to
make it your vision.  My clients write down this 
goal or vision of themselves and place it where 
they can see it every morning and every night.

It can be handwritten or in an electronic device.
  

- Make a daily affirmation, you bring it into
your vision and if you can...

Keep remembering your WHY
- It slowly helps to guide and brings you into
the now, and helps you to remember that the 
things we choose today are bringing us closer

to where we want to be tomorrow.

- Remember WHY.. And Its also realizing
how strong, capable and powerful your

body and mind can be.

- Results are also a big way to
keep you motivated.

Hiring a trainer or joining a group class to 
learn proper technique, getting workout plans, 
nutrition advice or planning help. If you aren’t 

getting results, it is hard to stay motivated.
Ask me how we can work together to make 

things keep happening ...



For your workouts and for nutrition planning
by schedule your workouts and meals.  

Get organized with shopping lists and
know what staples you should have stocked

in your kitchen.  

Use tools like Amazon prime and in urban areas, 
meal delivery services.

 
If you are traveling, google where you are 

staying and have a plan of attack for the local 
restaurants that have healthier menus. 

If you are on a budget, even your local Walmart, 
Safeway and grocers have organic and

healthy places to shop from.

Generally, the busier you are, the more 
organized you must be to achieve success.  
Think of it as prioritizing both fitness AND

the things you love, which brings me to
my next suggestion.

I encourage you to make time for YOU!  

You have family or loved ones you need
to call/ spend more time with

Hobbies you enjoy or books you
would like to read

An extra 15 minutes of alone time to recharge

Schedule these on a weekly basis. If it helps you 
to feel more balanced protect them and doing 

them by placing them on weekly to do lists

Make time to train.  For the average person
that desires to be fitter, there is no big 

difference physiologically on workout times.

However, I have seen that early morning 
exercisers tend to stick to their plans better.

This is because at 6am, there are fewer 
interruptions compared to later in the day 
when working late, social calls or just plain 

sluggishness sabotages your scheduled 
intentions.  While this requires quite a bit more 
self control;  8pm workouts are still workouts….  

Fitness trackers like Fitbit, Nike’s Fuel Band, 
iWatch and any other wearable, are quite the 
motivational tools! I have truly seen them help 

people by making them aware of how little
they moved and by rewarding them when

they are moving.  

Pilates, body weight Strength Training, HIIT 
and Yoga are all extremely portable and are all 
perfect for: travelers, stay at home moms, and 
those not wanting to workout in public places 

like gyms and studios.  

Remember to look back to the WHYs and
state these space and time intentions as part

of our daily affirmations.

2. SET UP SPACE AND TIME



3. THE BALANCE GAME OF FUEL (FOOD) AND REST

more energy and greater clarity.  The idea 
is to get everyone to start by eating whole, 
unprocessed foods to maximize nutritional 

intake and minimize foods that don’t offer any 
value or are damaging over time.

 
- Sleep deprivation hinders performance, mood 
and productivity.  Finding ways to get 7 hours 

in is ideal and more may be needed if you 
are intensifying your workout.  Hydration and 
electrolyte levels play a huge part in digestion 

and energy metabolism.  

Nutritional intake ideals and sleep patterns/ 
needs are highly different for each individual, 

factors being, genetic makeup, age, stress levels 
and other biological reasons.  They are part of 
what uniquely makes you YOU, and there is no 

one size fits all routine.

- Just as we work on balance exercises 
physically, we must strive to find a place where 

we feel satiated, hydrated and rested.  

- Begin by focusing on how you feel during 
the day and how you function through your 

movement, BOTH during workouts and tasks 
like lifting shopping bags or kids, or when 

walking up stairs or to the car.  

- Journalling - even if it is just taking pics on 
your smart phone of everything you eat, or 

writing down energy levels by scaling from 1 
(no energy) to 10 (feeling GREAT) at different 
times in a notebook. Begin to notice what you 
ate 3 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours within good 

feeling days and low energy days. 

- Eating real food- protein, fats and vegetables 
and fruits provides real results like having way 

4. DON’T GO AT IT ALONE - PEOPLE GIVE UP ON GOALS
WHEN MOTIVATION IS HARD TO COME BY! 

Planning out your SUPPORT SYSTEMS are
a tactic I use to set up clients for success. 

 
When you face triggers or obstacles, know
who you can text or call to share feelings.  

Find your cheerleaders... They can be friends or 
co workers.  They are the ones that get excited 
when You get excited and are always happy to 
see you happy…Be grateful for them and offer 
to provide support for them on their endeavors. 

If you don’t have them 

- Add finding them to your daily affirmation
and seek out groups on Facebook, or Instagram 

where other users share their stories about 
similar obstacles 

- Find a friend to create a private board
on Pinterest with that you both update with

your favorite new workouts 

- Find a neighbor to walk with or maybe an 
elderly neighbors dog that needs walking. 

  
- With the rise of Lululemon, Athleta and 

others, there’s no denying that many people 
feel motivated to workout more when they 

have nicer clothes.  Treating your self to a well 
fitted colorful and flattering workout gear at 
any price, can do wonders for confidence in 

those gym mirrors. Many of these stores offer 
free yoga classes and that can be a great way to 

meet other like minded folk in your area. 

- Making a killer playlist (or following accounts 
on Spotify) that gets you all pumped or watching 

a music video on You Tube while you put on 
your workout clothes gets you moving.

GET SCHEDULED!!!! 
Set an alarm 1 hour 15 minutes and or one day 

ahead.  Technology can be our friends and aides 
if you are still lacking support at home.



5. MOVEMENT  THIS IS THE LAST ON MY LIST YOU MAY SEE.
WHY? THERE ARE MILLIONS OF WORKOUTS OUT THERE BUT THE ONLY
ONE THAT IS GOING TO WORK, IS THE ONE THAT YOU ACTUALLY DO.  

- Find the one that brings you the MOST
joy and the one that makes you feel best

and accomplished. 
   

- In the beginning, (which is where most
people fail) preference is huge. 

 
- For total newbies, establishing healthier eating 
patterns and consistency in your activity levels. 

 
- Then work on more specific things like 
fat loss where intensity may need to be 

challenged and more strength work added 
 

- For more established exercisers, routines 
generally need to be changed every so often 

to continue to see results. 

Remember - the only workouts we regret 
are the ones we DON’T do!

Your base level of fitness will also determine 
where to start, and starting the wrong level 

increases the chances of bad form and injuries.  
This will only slow you down long term.  Learn 

the foundations and basic planes of movement.  
Learn how the joints and limbs and torso need 
to align and specifically how it feels when you 

do these movements.  Imagine the new task you 
will be able to complete, instead of dreading it. 

 
Give yourself permission to stop if it really is 

TOO hard so you don’t get injured.
THE ONLY THREE PICES OF PILATES & 

FITNESS EQUIPMENT YOU NEED 
IN YOUR HOME TO GET FIT

1 PILATES MINI BALL
Build core strength and tone stubborn 

tummy muscles with this small ball. Use it 
to target inner most deep abdominals, and 
strengthen back, thigh and booty muscles.
Easy to inflate and deflate to travel with, 
and it can be used both completely filled 
with air not as full to add more intensity 

from the greater balance challenges.

2 RESISTANCE BAND
Perfect, portable, versatile and lightweigh
 tool to target, sculpt, lengthen and tone 

arms, legs & core anywhere anytime.  Just like 
weights, these come in a variety of resistance 

levels, buy a kit to have more variety.
Easy to store and can fit in your pocket.

3 MAGIC CIRCLE
Push your workout to the next level with

a Pilates magic circle. It’s perfect for toning
and building core strength — and it’s light
and not too expensive. It’s made of flexible 
metal or rubber, and is 12 to 14 inches in 

diameter, with soft pads on each side.
This total body toner has withstood the

test of time, as it was designed by Joseph 
Pilates about 100 years ago.



SMOOTHIES

WHY SMOOTHIES?

- Fast and easy way to get your recommended 
servings of fruit and vegetables in

- The creamy texture keeps you satiated, 
the fiber helps to regulate digestion, lowers 

cholesterol levels and also keeps you full longer.

- The antioxidant boosts may help to prevent 
cell damage as we age.

 - Studies have shown smoothies help provide 
increased performance levels and decreased 

recover times in athletes. 
 
 

TIME SAVING HACKS  

-Buy the ingredients in bulk, then measure and 
place in ziplocks

-Freeze, then each day add liquids and ziplock 
contents to blend  

-Prep the night before by placing the next days 
yumminess in a blender the night before then 

store in freezer.  Just be sure not to add granola, 
avocado apples or anything that would brown 

overnight:)  
-Blend huge batches then place in mason jars 
and freeze.  Thaw each day by placing them 

refrigerator the night before

 
HERE ARE THE RECIPES

For Acai and for Kale, you may want to go 
through multiple blend cycles and You’ll need 
a pretty hearty blender.  I blend two or three 

cycles to get the desired consistency, remember 
to add liquids first when blending, kale or any 
leafy greens can be blended first with liquids 

then once the kale is fully shredded you can add 
the other ingredients.

CHERRY ALMOND SMOOTHIE
1/2 Cup Almond Milk
1/2 Chopped Pear Ripe
5 Almonds 
1 TBSP Peanut Butter
1/2 cup Cherry Juice
1 TBSP Chia Seeds
1 Cup Frozen Cherries and Strawberries
1/2 Cup Oats



ACAI MAGIC SMOOTHIE BOWL BLEND
1/4 cup UnSweetened Almond Milk
1/2 cup Blueberries 
2 large Frozen Strawberries
1/2 Banana
1 TBSP Cashew Butter
1 TBSP Honey
Toppings
Fresh Blueberries
other 1/2 Banana
Trader Joe’s Granola
(Unicorn optional)

SUPER FAST HYDRATING SMOOTHIE
1 Cup Coconut Milk
1/2 Cup Coconut Water
1 cup Frozen Mixed Berries
1 TBSP Natural Peanut Butter
1 TBSP Chia Seeds
5 Almonds

SUPER FOOD BLAST FIRST BLEND
I cup Soy Milk
1/4 cup Water
1cup Kale stemmed
Then add:
1 cup Frozen Strawberries & Raspberries
1TBSP Chia Seeds
1 TBSP Pumpkin Seeds
2 TBSP Granola ( to sweeten)
1/2 Avocado
3 Walnuts



ON THE BOWLS DON’T OVERDO THE LIQUIDS!

Toppings
Fresh Raspberries
Coconut Granola Clusters
Sunflower Seeds
Honey to Taste
1/2 banana Chopped

CACAO BOWL BLEND
1/2 Cup Almond or Soy Milk
2 TBSP Cacao powder ( contains caffeine)
2 TBSP Powdered Peanut Butter
1/2 Banana
1 Cup Frozen Blueberries and Raspberries
! TBSP Sunflower Seeds
1 TBSP Chia Seeds
5 Almonds



Start your journal (pics on the smart phone count!)
and have one smoothie a day. 

Try for two days.

Note how you feel after a smoothie, and how you feel after other meals…

YOUR 3 DAY CHALLENGE

ORDER YOUR PILATES TOOLS.  HERE ARE THE LINKS…..

SMALL BALL
http://tinyurl.com/hm52c3a

LARGER BALLS
http://tinyurl.com/hx7cy2x

BAND KITS
http://tinyurl.com/jp2l74p
http://tinyurl.com/jkksl3o

MAGIC CIRCLE
http://tinyurl.com/zb6slf4



SET UP THE TIME AND SPACE
TO WORKOUT ON A CALENDAR.

WITH AS MANY ALARMS YOU NEED
TO GET YOU THERE…

MAKE AT LEAST TWO SMOOTHIES
IN THE NEXT WEEK. 

 
I REALLY WANT TO HEAR 
ABOUT YOUR JOURNEY...



BE SURE TO FOLLOW ME ON INSTAGRAM FOR DAILY TIPS AND VIDEOS
TO HELP YOU NAVIGATE YOUR WAY TO A HEALTHIER HAPPIER

MORE ENERGIZED AND FITTER YOU.

www.instagram.com/jessifitpilates

Use my hashtag

#JessiFitPilates
when you post  to show me your beginnings!!!

To find out more about working with me, both online and in person please visit

www.Jessi@jessialbin.com

www.jessifitpilates.com/free-consultation
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